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EUROZONE MANUFACTURIEUROZONE MANUFACTURIEUROZONE MANUFACTURIEUROZONE MANUFACTURING: MAY SURGE EXCEPTNG: MAY SURGE EXCEPTNG: MAY SURGE EXCEPTNG: MAY SURGE EXCEPT    GERMANYGERMANYGERMANYGERMANY    

Berenberg Macro Flash 

With a With a With a With a delaydelaydelaydelay, the tailwinds of , the tailwinds of , the tailwinds of , the tailwinds of aaaa    weaker euro, cheap oil and aggressive easing from the ECB are boosting weaker euro, cheap oil and aggressive easing from the ECB are boosting weaker euro, cheap oil and aggressive easing from the ECB are boosting weaker euro, cheap oil and aggressive easing from the ECB are boosting 
manufacturing sentiment in manufacturing sentiment in manufacturing sentiment in manufacturing sentiment in muchmuchmuchmuch    of the Eurozoneof the Eurozoneof the Eurozoneof the Eurozone, with the notable exception of Germany. The region’s man-
ufacturing PMI edged up to 52.2, from 52.0 in April. But the modest overall gain masks strong rises in most coun-
tries contrasting with a decline in Germany from 52.2 to 51.1 in May. In SpainSpainSpainSpain, the NetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlandsNetherlands and ItalyItalyItalyItaly, manu-
facturing PMIs gained between 1 and 1.6 points, reaching levels around 55. That indicates a strong expansion of 
the sector in these former crisis countries. Data for Greece, which is likely to drop further into recession, and Ire-
land, which is likely to continue growing in line with other reform countries, will be published tomorrow. 
 
Most of the periphery Most of the periphery Most of the periphery Most of the periphery is is is is in strong recovery mode now,in strong recovery mode now,in strong recovery mode now,in strong recovery mode now, but the Eurozone core lags behind. The FrenchFrenchFrenchFrench manu-
facturing PMI improved sharply, but at 49.4 in May, the index still points to stagnation as the government fails to 
implement serious competitiveness-raising reforms. Another recently underperforming core country, AuAuAuAusssstriatriatriatria, 
continued to leave the worst behind and edged up into stagnation territory. Meanwhile in GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany, despite the 
positive impact of the weak euro on export orders, the manufacturing PMI fell to 51.1. However, the German index 
is at odds with other business sentiment surveys such as the Ifo index which had remained resilient in May. We 
expect the German weakness to remain temporary and the manufacturing sector to gather pace again as the do-
mestic tailwinds persist and global demand kicks in more strongly, particularly in Europe and the US.    
 

Manuf. PMIsManuf. PMIsManuf. PMIsManuf. PMIs    MAYMAYMAYMAY    APRAPRAPRAPR    MARMARMARMAR    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    

EurozoneEurozoneEurozoneEurozone    52.252.252.252.2    52.052.052.052.0    52.252.252.252.2    51.051.051.051.0    51.051.051.051.0    50.650.650.650.6    

Italy 54.8 53.8 53.3 51.9 49.9 48.4 

Spain 55.8 54.2 54.3 54.2 54.7 53.8 

Germany 51.1 52.2 52.8 51.1 50.9 51.2 

France 49.4 48.0 48.8 47.6 49.2 47.5 

Greece --- 46.5 48.9 48.4 48.3 49.4 

Ireland --- 55.8 56.8 57.5 55.1 56.9 

Austria 50.3 50.1 47.8 48.7 48.5 49.2 

Netherlands 55.5 54.0 52.5 52.2 54.1 53.5 

 
Source: Markit 
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